Computing at
Nettlestone

Why are we learning Computing at
Nettlestone?
Statement of Intent:
Computing and being digitally literate are essential skills which underpin today’s modern lifestyle and society. Our aim at
Nettlestone is to provide the children with a skill set which prepares them for the challenges of a rapidly developing and
changing technological world.
The core of our Computing Curriculum is organised into age-appropriate units of work which allow the children to be taught
the key principles of information and computation in a creative and engaging manner. Key progression frameworks for each
year group ensure that Nettlestone staff are ‘teaching the right kids, the right stuff at the right time and in the right way’.
Attainment of the 360Safe Accreditation Mark in July 2018, demonstrated how an awareness of E-Safety and digital
literacy is securely embedded within the Nettlestone school community. Our most recent 360Safe Assessment reconfirmed
this, “There is much evidence in the review of greater maturity in the online safety provision and it is pleasing to read of the
many developments that have taken place.” (360Safe Accreditation Report, December 2021).

Our ongoing curriculum focus of building resilience aims to ensure that the children of Nettlestone learn to use technology
safely, respectfully and responsibly. In addition, our whole school ‘Mission Possible’ curriculum ethos has been developed in
computing to ensure that the children of Nettlestone have access to learning opportunities which enable them to become
active participants in a digital world, whilst also being aware of the dangers this poses and how to report and respond safely.
By educating the children of Nettlestone in this way, we aim to create digitally aware citizens both within the school and
wider community of Nettlestone.

How do we embrace Computing at
Nettlestone?

We take E-Safety very seriously and in 2018,
after a very rigorous inspection and
assessment, Nettlestone Primary School was
awarded the 360Safe Accreditation Mark for
our dedication towards promoting E-Safety
within our school and wider community.
This accreditation was reconfirmed in
December 2021.
In our report it was
commented upon how, “There is much evidence
in the review of greater maturity in the online
safety provision and it is pleasing to read of
the many developments that have taken place.”

Every year, as a
whole school, we
take part in Safer
Internet Day.

How do we embrace E-Safety at Nettlestone?
Parental education is of high priority
New parents to the Federation of Nettlestone and
Newchurch are asked to take part in an online safety
briefing which discusses issues such as grooming,
Child Sexual Exploitation and age appropriate
applications for their child even before they have
joined the school.

‘Parental education, and in particular the compulsory
online safety session for new intake parents and
mentoring meetings, represent excellent practice.’
(360Safe E-Safety Accreditation Assessor Report,
July 2018)

E-Safety is well embedded throughout the
whole curriculum
‘Online safety is clearly part of the everyday
culture of the school for pupils and staff and
is firmly embedded throughout the curriculum.’
(360Safe E-Safety Accreditation Assessor
Report, July 2018). We have continued to
review our provision and in our most recent
assessment the following comment was made:
There is a constant theme running through the
application form and the review – that the
school is flexible in its approach, not afraid to
amend programmes that are not working and
introducing new developments, as necessary.
This confirms the maturity of the provision
and helps to explain why it is now far more
“embedded” than at the last assessment.
(360Safe E-Safety Accreditation Report,
December 2021).

Pupils are knowledgeable about E-Safety and how to behave online

‘Leaders and staff provide very effective support to pupils and parents to help keep pupils safe when using the
internet. Pupils are extremely knowledgeable about E-Safety. They know not to share their personal details online.
Pupils confidently explained that they need to be cautious of people who may use the internet to try and trick
them into disclosing personal or financial information. Parents also value the helpful information that staff provide
to help them keep their children safe online.’ (OFSTED, December 2018).
In addition our pupils have a strong sense of voice when it comes to E-safety, “There is a strong contribution from
the pupils through a range of activities and schemes that have been adapted to suit the circumstances of the last
few years.” (360Safe Accreditation Report, December 2021).

Online safety issues are dealt
with swiftly and effectively by
staff
‘Staff are highly effective in
monitoring
potential
online
safety issues amongst pupils.
When issues do arise, they are
dealt
with
swiftly
and
appropriately.’
(360Safe
ESafety Accreditation Assessor
Report, July 2018)

How are we
responding to the
growing and everchanging dangers
children face
online?

Beware of the Lurking Trolls!
November 2021 saw us launch an online campaign
at Nettlestone to support the teaching of the
Government’s Internet Safety Strategy.
Eleven different ‘Trolls’ have been created to
bring to life important issues such as cyber
bullying, fake news, self-image, mental health,
anxiety and radicalisation. Through exposure to
these issues, children can learn to identify
potential dangers and what to do if they are
worried about something.

The children are going to have the opportunity to
explore these issues through a variety of
different media including: audio books, cartoons,
music and discussion based lessons in school.
The first mission set to each class was to create a
display detailing what they have learnt about the
Lurking Trolls from our launch assembly.

Each of our Key Stage Two classes
were visited by Tormentor.
He
delivered each class a set of Lurking
Troll books and checked to see if
each class had watched Tormentor’s
Troll Toon online.
Feedback from our
360Safe Assessment:

most

recent

The online safety curriculum has been enhanced
through use of the SWGfL Project Evolve and the
“Lurking Trolls” programmes. A lot of time has
been put into developing this aspect of the
school’s work and the sharing of the development
with the partner school in the Federation. This
development is in the early stages, but there is
clear evidence of careful planning and an intention
to fully evaluate the provision over the next few
months. The new Online Safety curriculum has
been developed in line with school’s over-riding
principles – reflected in topics such as “I can live
respectfully”. (360Safe Accreditation Report,
December 2021).

Teachers modify the
Computing curriculum to
ensure that the barriers
are removed and enable
SEN children to achieve
the same objectives at a
level of challenge that is
appropriate for them.

If the task for example
is to create their own
game or animation, then
an initial template or
guide is given to the
children as a model to
start their own project
from.

The children have the
opportunity to work
collaboratively on a
project so they are able
to discuss their ideas
and ask questions.

How do we ensure Equality of Access in
Computing at Nettlestone?
All classes within the
school have access to a
range of computing
equipment and children
are encouraged to explore
the platform they are
most comfortable working
with.

Children are encouraged
to share and be proud of
their creations in
Computing. By creating
this positive learning
environment, children are
able to give feedback to
one another.

Key words and
Computing vocabulary
for each unit of work
are discussed with the
children and presented
to them with a child
friendly definition.

How do we ensure progression
from EYFS?
“I can tell a trusted adult if something online worries me”
EYFS ‘I can’ Curriculum Statement

The skill of engaging
reflectively and critically with
the online world is extended
for our Key Stage Two
children through our school
engagement with the ‘Lurking
Trolls’ Campaign.

All children of Nettlestone from Early Years to Year 6 are taught to engage reflectively and critically with the
digital world through our implementation of the Project Evolve Framework.
Each year group will discuss and engage with the following strands in order to become a digitally savvy citizen,
who does not just accept what they see but questions it and knows what to do when something goes wrong.

How do we ensure progression
from EYFS?

The recent modifications to our
Computing curriculum ensures that
each child of Nettlestone experiences
a wide range of real-world applications
for technology.

“I can select and use technology for a range of realworld purposes”
EYFS ‘I can’ Curriculum Statement
Year 1

Year 2

Digital
Painting

Digital
Photography
Moving
a Robot

Grouping
data

Stop-frame
animation
Robot
algorithms

Representing
data using a
Pictogram
Digital
Writing

Programming
an animation

Making music
Programming
quizzes

Year 4

Year 3

Exploring
events and
actions in
programs

Year 5
Webpage
creation

Video
Editing

Audio
Editing
Sequencing
sounds

Representing
data using a
branching
database

Year 6

Repetition
in shapes
Data
logging

Photo
editing

Desktop
Publishing
Exploring
repetition
in games

Physical
Computing:
Selection
Representing
data using a
flat-file
database
Vector
drawings
Exploring
Selection in
quizzes

Exploring
variables
in games
Representing
data using
spreadsheets

3-D
Modelling
using
Tinkercad
Physical Computing:
Sensing using Micro:bit

Continued Professional Development
and its impact within Computing
CPD for UKS2 children

CPD for staff in light of the recent COVID-19 pandemic

The children present the annual Safer
Internet Day Assembly to share the theme
of the day and key messages with the school
community. We will also continue to develop
our Digital Leaders Programme.

The Computing Leads for the Federation attended a training day with Mr P ICT. As a result of this
training, the Computing Leads have evaluated the effectiveness of our current Computing
Curriculum and have begun the process of initiating widespread changes. This has also been applied
to our Digital Literacy curriculum.
Furthermore, the training day allowed the Computing Leads to evaluate apps and technology which
could ensure Computing is used more frequently across the curriculum. It also allowed the
Computing Leads to evaluate how we could utilise the learning platform Seesaw to greater effect in
our classroom learning.
Our recent 360Safe Assessment commented that our “training for staff and Governors is well
planned, timely and helps them to understand online safety trends and issues and draws on external
expertise, as relevant.” (360Safe Accreditation Report, December 2021).

Upcoming CPD for staff

Following the changes proposed by the Computing Leads to our Computing and Digital Literacy Curriculum, a meeting will need to be
arranged with staff to disseminate this information and ensure it is put into place consistently. This is a work in progress and we aim to
have this embedded by September 2022 for the next academic year.

In Year 5, children have
used their art and
design skills to fulfill a
design brief of creating
their own bedroom using
SketchUp (a 3-D
modelling programme).

The teaching of programming and
the importance of algorithms allows
the children to explore their
positional language which links to
their Maths and Geography learning.
The children use the
Ipads to engage in Mental
Maths challenges.

How does Computing interlink with other
curriculum learning at Nettlestone?
In Year 6, children have
used their writing skills to
create a script using Word
in order to film their own
documentary on a subject
that is of interest to them.

The children have access to
laptops and Ipads which enable
them communicate their work
effectively using word processing
and
PowerPoint
presentations
across the curriculum.

When teaching
web design, game
creation and
programming, the
children have the
opportunity to
use their art and
design skills.

When recording
and editing
multimedia, the
children have
the opportunity
to use their
knowledge of
sound and music.

For research based subjects such as History and Geography, the children have access to Ipads
to use search engines safely. The children are encouraged to use Google Safe Search.

Response to COVID-19 within Computing at
Nettlestone

A blended, remote learning
curriculum has been achieved
using the online learning
platform of Seesaw across the
school. Our provision was
deemed effective in our most
recent 360Safe Accreditation
Review: “Schools have had to
re-consider their provision in
the light of the Covid pandemic
and “lockdowns”. It is good to
hear that you have addressed
this and, in particular, through
the use of remote learning
schemes, adapted policies and
the support for parents and
carers to help ensure that
children have been safe online
at home and that home
learning has been carried out
effectively.” (360Safe
Accreditation, December
2021).

The use of SchoolCloud
to conduct virtual video
mentoring meetings with
parents.

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic,
the impact on Computing as subject
area has been one of re-evaluation.
Moving from a teaching practice that
was primarily face-to-face, to reevaluating how we can offer the same
approach but through a virtual
platform. Also to now, whereby working
through the pandemic has lead to a
more blended approach.
Therefore, the impact of COVID-19 on
Computing as a subject area has been a
positive experience as we are embracing
new approaches and re-considering how
we can utilise the virtual world in many
different creative ways to enhance our
teaching and learning for the children
of Nettlestone.

The use of Microsoft
Teams to conduct staff
meetings which had enabled
greater
flexibility
for
remote working for staff.
The use of Google Meet to
facilitate virtual transition
meetings for our Year 6
children.

What next?
The Computing Leads of the
Federation will need to ensure
the updated Curriculum Vision
and Digital Literacy Curriculum
are shared with staff.
The
Computing Leads will also need
to evaluate effectiveness to
ensure our Computing curriculum
offers an engaging experience
for all children of Nettlestone.

